SUBDIVISION: BINGHAM RIDGE

DIRECTIONS: 15-0150, T/B on Mann's Chapel Rd, T/R on Further S/T on Pocket Avenue, Property on Right in 1.5 miles.

DEVELOPER: T.R. B. Partnership LLC PHONE NUMBER: 943-9314

Major Development: √ Minor Development: 
Development with acreage of 10 acres or more:

Proposed road names OK to submit DUPLICATED Do not Submit
- BINGHAM RIDGE DRIVE □ □ □ □

DATE SUBMITTED TO EOC: 4-28-05
SUBMITTED BY: 
EOC OFFICER: 
DATE ROADS APPROVED: 4-28-05
DATE FINAL PLAT RECEIVED:
DATE GIVEN TO 911:
DATE CONTACT MADE WITH NUMBERS:
SURROUNDING COUNTY CONTACTED:
PERSON SPOKEN WITH:
COMMENTS:

[Signature] 4-28-05